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Everything seems to be simple. Simple explanations of  
the world are in great demand. Complex realities are met 
with simple allegations. But it is not all that simple.  
The Theater Spektakel has always been a representative  
of the «take a closer look» movement: International 
 festivals offer a rare chance to hear first-hand accounts 
about other realities. Many of our artists tell about migration 
and complex global inequalities – not uncommonly indirect 
results of colonial thinking. We have accordingly invited 
three important speakers to hold lectures on the lakeside 
stage about the topic of post-colonialism. And, at our  
new regulars’ table on the Landiwiese, you can meet hosts 
with whom you can talk about contemporary issues. 
Straightforwardly. 

We are interested in boundaries, not only political 
ones. The programme features many works with overlapping 
genres: a slow motion techno rave, a performative map  
of the city of Aleppo, a surprising Jesus musical, critique of 
capitalism in a gospel concert, a speaking choir with  impact. 
Several of them have been invited on the occasion of the 
 jubilee ZH-REFORMATION.CH. And of course, there will  
be the nearly traditional productions of theatre, dance, 
 nouveau cirque, music and street art – and the best summer 
evenings of the year. 

And if you are concerned, as we are, about social 
participation, buy a ticket or a drink for yourself and offer  
a second one to someone who cannot afford it. We are look-
ing forward to meeting all of you!

The festival direction 
Veit Kälin, Delphine Lyner, Matthias von Hartz

EDITORIALTHANKS

The following institutions 
have supported the 
 programme or individual 
productions with generous 
funds:

Further partners

as well as to our media partner

–   The Swiss Agency for Development 
 and Cooperation SDC

–   Migros Culture Percentage
–   Gönnerverein Zürcher Theater Spektakel

The following companies 
have generously supported 
the festival in practical  
ways, both materially and 
 logistically:

–   ZH-REFORMATION.CH
–   Ars Rhenia
–   AVINA STIFTUNG
–   Stiftung Denk an mich
–   Ambassade de France en Suisse
– Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia

–   KIBAG, Zürich
–  Zürichsee Schifffahrtsgesellschaft
– Verkehrsbetriebe Zürich
– Hotel Ascot, Zürich
– Hotel Montana, Zürich
– Hotel Züri by Fassbind
– Ibis-Hotel, Zürich-Adliswil
– Pension für Dich, Zürich

Special thanks for their continuing and generous funding go to our main partners
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 Nominated for ZKB Prizes 2018
 For children and families

THEATRE
7 MARTA GÓRNICKA Hymn do miłości 

(Hymn to Love)
PL

9 NATURE THEATER OF 
OKLAHOMA & EN  KNAP

Pursuit of Happiness USA,
SLO

10 FORCED ENTERTAINMENT Complete Works: Table Top
Shakespeare | Quizoola!

GB

15 MOHAMMAD AL ATTAR Aleppo. A Portrait of Absence SYR, D

17 EL CONDE DE TORREFIEL LA PLAZA E

19 OGUTU MURAYA Because I Always Feel 
Like Running

K

27 LOLA ARIAS Campo minado / Minefield ARG, GB 

30 HUYSMANS & DEREERE Mining Stories BRA, B

DANCE
8 BRUNO BELTRÃO & 

GRUPO DE RUA
Inoah BRA

16 SIMONE AUGHTERLONY & 
JEN ROSENBLIT

Everything Fits in the Room CH

26 GISÈLE VIENNE Crowd F

32 BORIS CHARMATZ / 
MUSÉE DE LA DANSE 

10 000 gestes F

36 SOROUR DARABI Savušun IRN, F

MUSIC THEATRE & CONCERTS
6 REVEREND BILLY & 

THE STOP SHOPPING CHOIR
USA

18 PEACHES Peaches Christ Superstar CDN, D

VISUAL ARTS & INSTALLATIONS
12 TIM ETCHELLS Neons and LEDs GB

13 JULIUS VON BISMARCK I like the flowers D

31 WALID RAAD Les Louvres and/or
Kicking the Dead

LIBN, USA

SHORT PIECES
20 ARISANDMARTHA touching.just GR

20 TERESA VITTUCCI HATE ME, TENDER CH

21 NÉSTOR GARCÍA DÍAZ Nice Weather for 
Operative Systems

E

21 ZIAEE KIA & SEDAGHAT Through the Skin IRN

22 ABHISHEK THAPAR My Home at the Intersection IND

22 ATBANE & ABOULAKOUL The Architects M

23 ZORA SNAKE Transfrontalier CAM

23 CLARA GARCÍA FRAILE The Love Stories Donation Desk E

28 NOGA EREZ Off the Radar ISR

28 HENRIK SCHWARZ &
ALMA QUARTET

CCMYK D, NL

29 BINKBEATS Private Matter, Pt. 2 NL

29 MATANZA CHI

34 HOUSE OF MIXED EMOTIONS Interzona CH

35 KANTE & KHOI KHONNEXION The House of the Falling Bones D, SA,NAM

CIRCUS & FAMILY PROGRAMME
14 CIE. PHILIPPE SAIRE Hocus Pocus CH

24 MARTIN ZIMMERMANN Eins Zwei Drei CH

25 STUDIO ORKA Inuk B

33 CASUS CIRCUS Driftwood AU

40 ZENTRAL PROGRAMME Street art and more

DISCOURSE & TALKS
37 TALKING ON WATER Achille Mbembe, Felwine Sarr, Nikita Dhawan
38 POST-PERFORMANCE TALKS
39 REGULARS’ TABLE
42 MIGRATION & PARTICIPATION
46 LISTEN IN !
46 WATCH & TALK



6 7 THU 16. TO SAT 18.8.

Reverend Billy, an eclectic mix of itinerant preacher, 
Elvis imitator and TV evangelist, is the fictional alter 
ego of the US artist and actor William Talen. With the 

Stop Shopping Choir he has founded a radical movement whose protest 
actions regularly attract attention, be it outside Walmart or Starbucks, 
Spectra Energy or Goldman-Sachs on Wall Street. «We all look for the 
promised land beyond consumerism», Reverend Billy says of his sing-
ing activist troupe. In their concerts, ecstatic gospel singing, stand-up 
comedy, protest and sermon combine to a rousing live performance 
with highly amusing moments. «Even Jesus would have said Amen to 
this», writer Kurt Vonnegut aptly commented. (ron)

«Poland is not yet lost, not yet, not yet, not yet…» 
Marta Górnicka’s choral performance «Hymn to 
Love» starts with an excerpt from the Polish national 

anthem. It is a short evening with a breathtaking, merciless effect. Po-
land is representative of a Europe in crisis. In her libretto the Polish 
singer/director quotes statements from politicians, fundamentalists 
and terrorists confronting them with pop songs and patriotic chants. 
With verve, her choir takes hold of language, dismembers, chops, stretch-
es and strangles it, launching the words like missiles into the audience, 
screaming, whispering, bellowing. «I speak, or rather scream, with the 
help of choral power about the dangers a narcissistic community can 
create», says Gornicka. (kdi)

CONCERT Mon 20.8.
Language English Price CHF 39.–  
SINGINGS & SERMONS Thu 16. to Sun 19.8., 
Chapel and Landiwiese

CHORAL THEATRE  
Language Polish with English and German surtitles
Duration 50 mins Inclusion Sound amplified by induction 
Price CHF 48.–/28.– Post-performance talk Fri 17.8.

SEEBÜHNE WERFT

Nominated  
ZKB  Patronage 
 Prize 

Nominated  
ZKB  Patronage 
 Prize 

MARTA GÓRNICKA  
Hymn do miłości  
(Hymn to Love)
Poland

THU 16. TO SUN 19.8. AND MON 20.8.

REVEREND BILLY &  
THE STOP SHOPPING CHOIR
USA
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A Western saloon deep in the heart of Texas, a Mexican bar-keeper with 
rotten teeth, Austrian energy drinks, evil killer drones, boisterous cow-
boy dances. The New York art and performance group Nature Theater 
of Oklahoma and the dancers of EnKnapGroup present a «Pursuit of 
Happiness» that could not be more cryptic or grotesque. Pavol Liska 
and Kelly Copper love nothing more than to question certainties. And 
for that (almost) anything goes: slapstick, absurd dialogue, exaggerated 
accents, talking dancers. They create irritating live situations by using 
research material, conversations overheard and movements observed 
and then revamp them. The ideal of the «Pursuit of Happiness» is evis-
cerated and reduced to the essential question: what is happiness and 
how much does it cost? (ron)

THEATRE
Language English, with German surtitles
Duration 2 hrs Price CHF 43.–

SEEBÜHNE NORD

NATURE THEATER OF OKLAHOMA &  
EN   KNAP   GROUP
Pursuit of Happiness
USA, Slovenia

«Watch the future dance» – this was the dance world’s unanimous opin-
ion when Bruno Beltrão presented his very first piece. Indeed, this 
choreographer, who as a teenager was one of the stars of the Brazilian 
hip hop scene, has opened up unexpected dimensions of dance. He 
has deconstructed, distanced and redefined break dance and found 
his own unwieldy but beautiful language of movement. «Inoah», his 
latest creation, sweeps like a thunderstorm across the stage: threaten-
ing and overwhelming. The ten dancers of Grupo de Rua demonstrate 
their skills and seemingly superhuman movements. Yet despite all the 
aggression and rawness with which they encounter each other, one 
thing is evident: the era of battles is over. Watch the present dance. 
And the present does not ask for confrontation but for possible forms 
of rapprochement. Especially, yet if not only, in view of the desolate 
political and social situation in Brazil. (esc)

DANCE
Duration 50 mins Age 10 years plus Price CHF 43.–/25.–

THU 16. TO SUN 19.8.

BRUNO BELTRÃO & 
GRUPO DE RUA
Inoah
Brazil



10 11 SAT 25. AND SUN 26.8.THU 16.8. TO FRI 24.8.

Forced Entertainment make theatre without doing all the things that 
are often so annoying about theatre. They don’t put on an act, they liter-
ally make theatre. And they’re fun. Their unique style has inspired an 
entire generation of European theatre companies. Their combination 
of British humour, an implicit sense of entertainment and a wonder-
fully laconic delivery results in an immediacy on stage that is beyond 
compare. They were pioneers of international theatre, have recently 
won the Ibsen Prize and continue to be one of today’s most exciting 
international companies. 

Forced Entertainment, one of the Theater Spektakel’s first guests, 
return to Zurich this year, but in a very special context: over ten days, 
they will present two very intimate projects in their House of Forced 
Entertainment. In the «Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare», 
these masters of storytelling will relate all 36 of Shakespeare’s dramas 

in eight days. All they need for each drama is a table, an actor, 50 min-
utes and a bunch of props.

Apart from «normal» shows, the company is also known for their 
«durational performances». They design a simple set of rules, which 
they subject over a number of hours to variations that charm and fas-
cinate. In «Quizoola!», for example, the starting material is an end-
less list of questions of an intimate, philosophical, political or situa-
tional nature. The answers are improvised. This is not only amusing 
but also poses the age-old theatrical question: «Do you believe what I 
am telling you?» Rarely has theatre been so simple and at the same 
time so touching. (mvh)

THEATRE Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare
Language English Schedule 4 to 6 dramas per day, for detailed 
schedule check  website Duration approx. 50 mins each  
Price CHF 25.– per drama

THEATRE Quizoola!
Language English Duration 5 hrs, come and go as you please 
Prize CHF 35.–

HOUSE OF  
FORCED  
ENTERTAINMENT

 

FORCED ENTERTAINMENT
Complete Works: Table Top Shakespeare 
Quizoola!
Great Britain
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As if through binoculars, which make your environment seem almost 
pictorial, the German visual artist and Ars Electronica prizewinner 
Julius von Bismarck has explored the jungles of Venezuela and be-
come acquainted with the variety of its plant and animal life from a 
new perspective. Our simplified perception of nature in general and of 
the jungle in particular, which often only acts as a backdrop or a place of 
longing, is the starting point of his series «I like the flowers». It consists 
of living beings which he has pressed into almost two-dimensional 
sculptures thus depriving them of a spatial dimension. Like the colo-
nial explorers who collected, pressed and archived flowers, Julius von 
Bismarck has collected and treated objects in nature. He contrasts 
ornamental plants, reminiscent of a giant herbarium, with flattened 
animals, thus breaking the aesthetic of the superficially beautiful and 
decorative.

INSTALLATION
Open daily from 18 to 23 hrs, Sat/Sun as of 16 hrs
Admission free

PAVILLON

JULIUS VON BISMARCK
I like the flowers
Germany

THU 16.8. TO SUN 2.9.

Tim Etchells is a visual artist, author, director of Forced Entertain-
ment (p. 10) and, incidentally, one of the most prominent interna-
tional thinkers of the performing arts. His interest has always focused 
on language: on the one hand, the clarity and vivacity with which 
language transmits stories, images and ideas, on the other hand its 
potential for misunderstandings and ambiguity. With simple laconic 
sentences, sometimes just words written in neon or LED, Etchells 
evokes stories, multi-layered meanings and moments of reflection in 
museums and in public spaces. In encountering his writings, observ-
ers become part of a situation which is not entirely intelligible. As in 
Etchells’ other works, the missing elements are maybe the most import-
ant ones. His words draw us into a story that we do not yet know.

INSTALLATION
freely accessible

LANDIWIESE  
AND SAFFAINSEL

TIM ETCHELLS
Neons and LEDs
Great Britain
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What is left of a city when we are forced to leave it behind? The Syrian 
author Mohammad al Attar, who lives in exile in Berlin, says: «What 
remains are the stories.» For him, the memories of moments lived, of 
things lost, the dreams and hopes we associate with a place, form the 
real topography of a city. Based on this idea, he interviewed people 
who live or have lived in Aleppo and asked them about their favourite 
place there. In one-to-one performances an actor tells one of those 
recorded stories to a spectator sitting opposite him/her. Nothing causes 
distraction, no images, no music, no movement. In front of the inner 
eye of the listener images are conjured up, images of places full of life, 
even though they might no longer exist. (esc)

THEATRE PERFORMANCE 1 : 1 Performance
Language German, at 17 hrs English Duration 40 mins
Inclusion The production is suitable for visually impaired 
people Price CHF 35.–

ROTE FABRIK,  
AKTIONSHALLE

FRI 17. TO MON 20.8.

MOHAMMAD AL ATTAR
Aleppo. A Portrait of Absence
In cooperation with Omar Abusaada and Bissane Al Charif
Syria, Germany

With «Hocus Pocus» the internationally renowned Swiss choreogra-
pher Philippe Saire has created a show for children of striking and un-
usual visual power. His astonishing scenic invention allows for a magi-
cal play of light and darkness. Inspired by Agota Kristof ’s novel «The 
Notebook», it tells the story of two people embarking on a journey to 
take on the world and all that life has to offer. It is an adventurous, 
dangerous quest under the infinite breadth of the sky and down into 
the depths of the sea. Accompanied by spherical sounds and music 
from Grieg’s «Peer Gynt», the two eventually discover the power of 
friendship and trust. (kdi)

MOVEMENT THEATRE
Language without words Duration 50 mins  
Inclusion sound amplified by induction Age 7 years plus
Price CHF 25.–/13.–

THU 16. TO SUN 19. 8.

CIE. PHILIPPE SAIRE
Hocus Pocus
Switzerland

SÜD
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El Conde de Torrefiel is a company created by the 
Swiss director and dramaturge Tanya Beyeler and the 
Spanish director and writer Pablo Gisbert. Their pro-

ductions are characterised by a unique and highly lucid theatrical lan-
guage. Using text, movement and space, they compose absurd and 
enigmatic tableaux vivants – ironic and astute portrayals of 21st centu-
ry existential realities, situated somewhere between the freedom of 
the individual and the aspirations of society. In their latest work, «LA 
PLAZA», a public space is turned into a place where human beings 
and history, collective memory and unknown future, collide. The au-
dience becomes part of a complex event, in which the visible and the 
invisible, images and imagination overlap in fascinating ways. (kdi)

THEATRE Co-production
Language Spanish, with German surtitles  
Duration 1:30 hrs Inclusion Sound amplified by induction 
Price CHF 43.–  Post-performance talk Tue 21.8.

NORD

Nominated  
ZKB Patronage 
Prize

MON 20. TO WED 22.8.

EL CONDE DE TORREFIEL
LA PLAZA
Spain

The performer Jen Rosenblit and the choreographer Simone Aughter-
lony collaborated in «Uni * Form» (Theater Spektakel 2015) which made 
them realise that they share a similar methodical approach. In their 
latest work, they combine dungeon-like encounters with common do-
mestic trashiness to something that equally fosters welfare, dangers 
and amnesia. With Miguel Gutierrez and Colin Self operating bodies 
of sound, the performers, and their complex approach to order, pro-
mote the formation of cracks within communal architectures. A free- 
standing wall, a moving kitchen island, half-decayed bodies are all parts 
of a failure-prone ecology in constant need of readjustment. Rhythmic 
magic supports this endeavour despite the uncontrollability of the in-
gredients. Is this a construction site or a cookery programme?

PERFORMANCE
Duration 1:20 hrs Price CHF 37.–  
Please note Standing room only

ROTE FABRIK, 
 SHEDHALLE

FRI 17. TO SUN 19.8.

SIMONE AUGHTERLONY & 
JEN ROSENBLIT
Everything Fits in the Room
Switzerland
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For the Kenyan spoken word artist Ogutu Muraya, 
sports and politics have a lot in common. Long-dis-
tance running, for example, a discipline which has 

been dominated by athletes from East Africa since the 60s. The sports 
heroes, who ran from victory to victory with incredible endurance, have 
played an important role in defining the identity of young states in 
post-colonial East Africa. For his lecture-performance Muraya, who 
follows the tradition of African storytellers, undergoes an endurance 
training and transforms his body into the role of narrator. He combines 
documentary material from the lives of athletic icons from Kenya, 
Tanzania and Ethiopia with his own live-recorded medical data, result-
ing in a true tour de force. His «solo run» is impressive in telling what 
it means when the resilient yet vulnerable body of a runner becomes 
the embodiment of political interests and claims for power. (esc)

LECTURE PERFORMANCE Co-production
Language English, with German surtitles Duration 60 mins 
Price CHF 32.– Post-performance talk Thu 23.8.

SÜD

Nominated  
ZKB Patronage 
Prize

WED 22. TO FRI 24.8.

OGUTU MURAYA
Because I Always  
Feel Like Running
Kenya, Netherlands

WED 22. AND THU 23.8.

Peaches, famous for her eccentric concerts, for once presents herself 
in a surprisingly different way. Solo, accompanied only by a pianist, 
she sings Andrew Lloyd Webber’s «Jesus Christ Superstar». A grand 
tour de force. Wearing a futuristic, somewhat extra-terrestrial costume, 
the petite singer dominates the stage solely with her powerful voice 
and sparse gestures. No distracting set or props. With seeming effort-
lessness she switches from one role to the next, changing her timbre 
and expression: Judas, Mary Magdalene, Pilate, Jesus – Peaches can do 
them all and demonstrates her incredible stage presence as well as an 
emotional potential that will touch even the most jaded atheist. (ron)

MUSICAL
Language English Duration 1:30 hrs with a short interval 
Price  CHF 43.–/25.–

SEEBÜHNE

PEACHES
Peaches Christ Superstar
based on «Jesus Christ Superstar» by Andrew Lloyd Webber
Canada, Germany
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ARISANDMARTHA
touching.just
Greece

MITRA ZIAEE KIA &  
HIVA SEDAGHAT
Through the Skin
Iran

NÉSTOR GARCÍA DÍAZ
Nice Weather for 
 Operative Systems
Spain, Belgium

THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.

Rarely is a first work as refreshingly dif-
ferent, elaborate, humorous and unpre-
tentious as this original choreographic 
pas de deux. The Greek duo Aris Papado-
poulos und Martha Paskopoulou made 
it straight away into the selection of the 
European dance platform Aerowaves 
2018. From the perspective of technolo-
gy and science – he holds a degree in ar-
chitecture, she in chemistry – they have 
created a short piece which catches those 
moments of embarrassing absurdity and 
awkwardness that every so often occur 
when two people try to get close and leave 
their comfort zone. (esc)

The internet knows neither today nor 
tomorrow, no here nor there. Everything 
is now and everywhere. This way of life 
detached from place and time is the topic 
of Nestor García Díaz’s solo. His cleverly 
plays with analogue and digital design 
tools, mixes, multiplies and overlaps 
them. The analogue body has a digital-
ised brain and emoticon faces à la Insta-
gram. Analogue reality and digital ap-
pearance make for an avant-garde col-
lage full of absurd wit and tragicomedy. 
Digital Dada. (esc)

FABRIKTHEATER ROTE FABRIK
PERFORMANCE Short Piece
Language English Duration 40 mins  
Price CHF 13.–  Nominated  
ZKB  Acknowledgement Prize

ROTE FABRIK, AKTIONSHALLE
Dance Short Piece
Language English Duration 30 mins
Price CHF 13.–  Nominated  
ZKB  Acknowledgement Prize

ROTE FABRIK, AKTIONSHALLE
DANCE Short Piece
Duration 40 mins Price CHF 13.– 

 Nominated ZKB Acknowledgement 
Prize

Mitra Ziaee Kias and Hiva Sedaghat 
were involved in many other artistic pro-
jects before focusing on dance. Their 
performance is reminiscent of an or-
ganically transforming sculpture. It is 
about the relationship between personal 
fulfilment and human limitations, and 
the duo has found an impressive form 
to express it. Delicate gauze envelops 
the performers like a cocoon. Two bod-
ies melt into and break free from each 
other, move away and try out their own 
movements. At what point does their 
enclosed world cease being comfort-
able and start being restrictive? (esc)

TERESA VITTUCCI
HATE ME, TENDER
Switzerland

THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.

FABRIKTHEATER ROTE FABRIK
PERFORMANCE Short Piece
Language English Duration 40 mins 
Price CHF 13.–  Nominated  
ZKB  Acknowledgement Prize

«Solo for Future Feminism» is the sub-
title of the solo by Teresa Vittucci. She 
scrutinises one of the culturally most im-
portant female figures: the Virgin Mary, 
epitome of purity and innocence, icon of 
compassionate woman and mourning 
mother. Revered and given the function 
of Mother of God by church authorities, 
she has been criticised by the feminist 
movement as a role model full of female 
stereotypes. Vittucci wants to liberate 
her from all attributions and rehabilitate 
her in her ambivalent role of uncondi-
tional love and as the ambassador of a 
queer feminism. (esc)
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ABHISHEK THAPAR
My Home at the 
 Intersection
India, Netherlands

ZORA SNAKE
Transfrontalier
Cameroon

THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.THU 23. TO SAT 25.8.

Abhishek Thapar grew up in the Punjab, 
a region that has experienced enormous 
post-colonial upheavals. The region has 
been characterised by ongoing ethnic 
and religious conflicts. How does one 
deal with this traumatic heritage? Thapar 
and his family have returned to where 
they once lived, looking for the place 
where their house once stood. The cine-
matic documentation of this homecom-
ing is the thread running through his per-
formance: a sensual and very touching 
approach to the «house of memories», 
which knows more than one truth. (esc)

How can we free ourselves from bound-
aries both geographical and political, as 
well as those that exist only in our fan-
tasy? The dancer Zora Snake investigates 
such questions in his solo and pushes 
against all limitations. He takes the au-
dience on a performance course by ex-
posing his body to everything one has to 
endure when trying to overcome bound-
aries: hope, disappointment, pain and 
misery. Accompanied by texts featuring 
the political debate about migration, his 
performance is an evocative statement 
against any form of exclusion.

LANDIWIESE, HAUPTPLATZ   
Dance PERFORMANCE Short Piece
Language French Duration approx.  
40 mins Admission free  Nominated 
ZKB Acknowledgement Prize

ROTE FABRIK, BACKSTEIN   
THEATre PERFORMANCE Short Piece
Language English Duration 50 mins 
Price CHF 13.–  Nominated  
ZKB  Acknowledgement Prize

YOUNESS ATBANE & 
 YOUNESS ABOULAKOUL
The Architects
Morocco

CLARA GARCÍA  FRAILE
The Love Stories  
Donation Desk
Spain

TUE 21. TO SUN 26.8.FRI 24. AND SAT 25.8.

A plant, a mug, a book, a chair, a lamp, a 
bottle – those were the pitiful objects 
which formerly highly-paid traders car-
ried out of their Wall Street offices after 
they were fired for having triggered the 
financial crisis in 2008. This paradoxical 
image has inspired the visual artist and 
choreographer Youness Atbane and the 
dancer Youness Aboulakoul to create a 
choreographic duet in which they ques-
tion the relationships between object, art 
and crisis in cleverly original and sharp- 
witted ways. (esc)

Some people have a love story, others 
are in desperate need of one. Those, for 
example, who need to marry in order to 
get work, asylum or a residence permit. 
Performance artist Clara García Fraile 
collects love stories which willing «do-
nors» are telling her, and passes them on 
to those who need a credible love tale. 
This artistic project is a subtle and en-
chanting call to civil disobedience. (esc)

LANDIWIESE   
PARTICIPATIVE INSTALLATION Short Piece
Language English Interview approx. 
20 mins Admission free  Nominated 
ZKB Acknowledgement Prize

ROTE FABRIK, SHEDHALLE   
PERFORMANCE Short Piece
Language English Duration 40 mins
Price CHF 13.–  Nominated  
ZKB  Acknowledgement Prize



24 25 FRI 24. TO SUN 26. AND WED 29.8.

From outside, the mobile theatre created by the fabulous Studio Orka 
looks like an abandoned power station, but its interior houses a run-
down hotel. Meet Carl the grumpy owner of the establishment, Ivan the 
man for all seasons, Nina the tramp and Johan, who sells party tricks 
and has been struck by lightning four times so far. As outsiders, they 
bond together in their loneliness. «Inuk» is about allegiance and trust, 
warmth and security. Why the heart-warming performance also makes 
us laugh despite the sadness and melancholy is the secret of Orka and 
the merit of a cast of outstanding actors. (kdi)

THEATRE
Language Swiss German Duration 1:10 hrs Age 7 years plus 
Inclusion Performances of 25 and 26 August with audio 
description Price CHF 25.–/13.–

STUDIO ORKA, BRONKS & 
DE GROTE POST
Inuk
Belgium

LANDIWIESE, 
 ORKA-THEATRE  
AT THE BOAT PIER

THU 23. TO MON 27.8.

The clown family has many members, and not all of them wear a red 
nose. The choreographer and director Martin Zimmermann has investi-
gated ways of reinterpreting the classic clown figures. With verve and 
wit he and his three performers have distorted and dishevelled stan-
dard clown types to recognisability. Pierrot is now a dandy director of a 
museum, Auguste his daft and clumsy sidekick while an evil punk clown 
acts as their opponent. Tarek Halaby, Dimitri Jourde and Romeu Runa 
are three movement artists who know all the ropes of clownish comedy 
from melancholy to slapstick to burlesque. Pianist Colin Vallon accom-
panies this clownish theatre live and greatly contributes to «Eins Zwei 
Drei» being a true stimulation for heart, soul and belly laughs. (esc)

CIRCUS DANCE THEATRE Co-production
Duration 1:30 hrs Age 10 years plus Inclusion Sound ampli-
fied by induction Price CHF 45.–/25.–

WERFT

MARTIN ZIMMERMANN
Eins Zwei Drei
Switzerland



26 27 SAT 25. TO MON 27.8.

In «Campo Minado/Minefield» the director and writer Lola Arias, a 
specialist in documentary theatre, has three British and three Argen-
tinian veterans of the Falklands/Malvinas War meet on stage. In a multi- 
media performance created from documentary footage, acting and 
music, the six men recount how they experienced and survived this 
war in 1982 and what it has done to them. The result is a gripping, ex-
traordinary piece, in which the veterans turn out to be mind-boggling 
performers who rock the stage with their band at the end of the show. 
«The war is terrible», one of the men says. «But something beautiful 
has emerged from the hateful and horrifying – a play that lets human-
ity and redemption shine through.» (kdi)

DOCUMENTARY THEATRE
Language Spanish and English with German surtitles
Duration 1:40 hrs Inclusion Sound amplified by induction
Price CHF 43.– Post-performance talk Sun 26.8.

NORD

LOLA ARIAS
Campo minado / Minefield
Argentina, Great Britain

26 SAT 25. AND SUN 26.8.

Techno in slow motion: In «Crowd» fifteen young people meet for a 
rave party on a dirt-covered stage. They are looking for a «rush» and 
the dissolution of boundaries. To a DJ set of 90s electron-ic beats and 
a contemporary composition by the duo KTL (Peter Rehberg and Ste-
phen O’Malley) they surrender to a collective rite of movement. Erot-
icism, rivalry and violence flare up. The French director and artist Gisèle 
Vienne cunningly varies the tempo of her choreography. As through a 
magnifying glass, the spectator has a closer look at single performers 
and an insight into their inner lives and background. In «Crowd» emo-
tions are laid bare. (kdi)

DANCE
Duration 1:30 Std. Age 14 years plus
Prize CHF 43.–/25.–

SEEBÜHNE

GISÈLE VIENNE
Crowd
France
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HENRIK SCHWARZ & 
ALMA QUARTET
CCMYK
Germany, Netherlands

NOGA EREZ
Off the Radar
Israel

MATANZA
Chile

BINKBEATS
Private Matter, Pt. 2
Netherlands

SUN 2.9.WED 29.8.TUE 28.8.MON 27.8.

String quartets for five: Henrik Schwarz, 
house DJ, musician and producer, 
builds musical bridges with the re-
nowned Alma Quartet. The new string 
music they create together has refer-
ences to classical works, rhythmic pas-
sages and lyrical melodies as well as 
electronic and house elements. During 
the concert, Schwarz directs from his 
console, estranges and distorts sounds 
and then reworks them. An exciting vi-
sual and listening experience, going be-
yond musical genres as we know them. 
(ron)

Binkbeats is the multi-instrumentalist, 
DJ, singer, programmer and gifted mixer 
Frank Wienk. Melodies, beats, noises 
and frequencies: there is nothing he can-
not turn into atmospheric songs. High-
ly concentrated, he switches back and 
forth between his countless «binkstru-
ments» which he finds on travels, in junk 
shops and in toy stores. His songs are 
bewitchingly complex rhythmic sound 
structures, which he composes with loop 
and effect machines, DJ equipment and 
analog sounds. Enough to make his au-
diences dance away happily. (ron)

SEEBÜHNE 
CONCERT Electronic, Neo Classic
Price CHF 39.–

NORD   
MUSIC PERFORMANCE Electronic, Dance
Inclusion Sound amplified by induction 
Price CHF 32.– 

SAAL   
CONCERT Electro, Alternative, HipHop
Price CHF 29.–Please note Standing 
room only

SAAL   
CONCERT Tribal Tech House
Price CHF 29.– Please note Standing 
room only

«Dance while you shoot»: Noga Erez 
makes hard, aggressive dance electro 
pop with lyrics that unsparingly de-
nounce terror and sexual violence. In 
Israel she is both heavily criticised and 
the acclaimed voice of a vivacious 
younger generation that is fed up with 
the fear of terrorism and war. The heavy 
basses, her coarse and hypnotising rap 
and the references to rock, hip hop and 
R&B make for an uncompromising, dy-
namic sound – dance music in spite of 
everything, as it were. (ron)

Impulsive drums, jungle noises, pound-
ing basses interspersed with delicate 
charango and Columbian flute sounds. 
The live electronic band Matanza com-
bines various traditional music styles 
from the Andes region with European 
90s techno and creates a surprisingly 
new sound. With their innovative An-
dean Street House, they disregard the 
often tense relationship between the 
Andean countries and plead for a rap-
prochement beyond music. (ron)



30 31 WED 29.8. TO SAT 1.9.

In his new work, the visual artist Walid Raad presents us a charming 
seducer, a breed that has become rare in the world of the arts. His 
character is also obsessed with elucidation, something even rarer. The 
combination of both is almost non-existent, and so, all the more allur-
ing. His latest performative exhibition is a tour de force through almost 
unbelievable happenings and underlying truths from New York to the 
Persian Gulf, for example the construction of the Louvre Abu Dhabi. 
The artist investigates entanglements, ghosts and conspiracies, guiding 
us through poetic theses, images and objects. It is not easy to discern 
between fact and fiction. As the evening swings between exhibition 
and performance, the contents oscillate between enlightenment and 
seduction. An unparalleled experience. (mvh)

PERFORMATIVE INSTALLATION
Language English Duration 1:20 hrs Price 37.–

ROTE FABRIK,  
AKTIONSHALLE

WALID RAAD
Les Louvres and/or  
Kicking the Dead
Lebanon, USA

30 SUN 26. TO TUE 28.8.

On 5 November 2015 the dam of an iron-ore mine in 
the Brazilian province of Minas Gerais broke. A poi-
sonous flood of mud destroyed several villages and 

poured into the Rio Doce. The Belgian duo Silke Huysmans and Hannes 
Dereere have dedicated a short, extremely dense and formally consis-
tent audio-documentary piece for several voices to this devastating 
disaster. All is language in «Mining Stories», spoken by recorded origial 
voices and projected onto countless wooden panels: Victims of the di-
saster, scientists and politicians all have their say. The performer Silke 
Huysmans orchestrates the text fragments with a foot-operated sampler 
and unleashes a flood of thoughts – with lasting effect. (kdi)

DOCUMENTARY THEATRE PERFORMANCE
Language English, Flemish and Portuguese, with German 
surtitles Duration 60 mins Inclusion Sound amplified by 
induction Price CHF 32.–

SÜD

Nominated  
ZKB Patronage 
Prize

SILKE HUYSMANS &  
HANNES DEREERE
Mining Stories
Brazil, Belgium



32 33 THU 30.8. TO SAT 1.9.

A little lamp with a cylindrical shade is the centrepiece 
of this highly elegant performance by Casus Circus. 
Like a bedside table, it casts a subdued light on stage. 

Gently, the bodies of three men and two women intertwine to form a 
living table – in honour of the little lamp and as proof of their close 
bond. Affection, trust, mutual respect and humour are the ingredients 
that make «Driftwood» a complete and harmonious whole. Even their 
breakneck routines, whether on the floor or airbound seem almost 
nonchalant. With few means and without glitter or glamour, Casus 
presents contemporary circus at its highest level. (kdi)

CONTEMPORARY CIRCUS
Duration 60 mins Age 8 years plus  
Price CHF 43.–/25.–

WERFT SEEBÜHNE

Nominated  
ZKB Patronage 
Prize

CASUS CIRCUS
Driftwood
Australia

THU 30.8. TO SAT 1.9.

Boris Charmatz’s latest work is a grand success. With «10 000 gestes» 
the innovative French dancer and choreographer gives an impressive 
demonstration on how an abstract idea can be turned into a sensual, 
powerful dance performance. The title says it all: the core idea was to 
create a unified piece from 10 000 gestures without repeating a single 
one of them. Charmatz brought this mammoth project to fruition with 
23 outstanding dancers. He has managed to arrange this magnificent 
chaos, this flood of physically expressed emotions into a fascinating 
showcase of the human condition. Enveloped by the sounds of Mozart’s 
«Requiem», the hectic frenzy of the dancers on a shimmering silver 
carpet becomes something both apocalyptic and eternal. (kdi)

DANCE
Duration 60 mins Inclusion Sound amplified by induction 
Price CHF 48.–/28.– Post-performance talk Fri 31.8.

BORIS CHARMATZ /  
MUSEE DE LA DANSE
10 000 gestes
France



34 35THU 30. AND FRI 31.8. FRI 31.8. TO SUN 2.9.

The idea is as fascinating as it is promising and highlights a chapter in 
German-Dutch colonial rule and its consequences for Southern Africa. 
The Hamburg band Kante, the South African music and spoken-word 
collective Khoi Khonnexion and the Namibian singer Nesindano 
Nunu Namises have set out on a search for the fairytales which were 
brought to South-West Africa by German and Dutch settlers and were 
then retold and adapted to local customs. Cinderella transforms into a 
bird, talking bones fall through the chimney, and the ghosts of Ger-
man soldiers still wander around. An encounter of stories, sounds and 
music in which past and present meet. Fascinating, enchanting and, 
at times, distressing. (ron)

MUSIC-ART-PERFORMANCES
Price CHF 15.– / after 22 hrs 10.– Admission Drop in at any time
Update Programme theaterspektakel.ch and
houseofmixedemotions.net

MUSIC THEATRE
Language German, English, Afrikaans, Nama, with English and 
German surtitles Inclusion Sound amplified by induction 
Duration 2 hrs Price CHF 43.– Post-performance talk Sat 1.9.

SAAL NORD

HOUSE OF MIXED EMOTIONS
Interzona 
Switzerland

KANTE & KHOI KHONNEXION
The House of the Falling Bones
Germany, South Africa, Namibia

House of Mixed Emotions are Lhaga Koondhor and Jan Vorisek. Their 
project «Interzona», for which they collaborated with the artist Manuel 
Scheiwiller, investigates new performance forms somewhere between 
electronic music and the visual arts. The club is seen as a potential space 
– formal as well as political – for freedom. The following artists have 
committed themselves so far: performer and musician Pan Daijing 
(PAN Berlin), who focuses on the therapeutic effect of noise in her 
performance «Fist Piece»; the singer Embaci (NON Worldwide, New 
York) who combines Afro-futurism and RnB; Astrid Gnosis (GB), who 
mixes ambient, rave and hardcore lyrics with immersive strobe visuals; 
choreographer Michele Rizzo (I), who presents his minimal piece 
«Higher» gradually unfolding music by trance revivalist Lorenzo 
Senni; PRICE (CH), who presents a new critical pop piece.



36 37FRI 31.8. TO SUN 2.9. SUN 19. AND SUN 26.8.

The performer Sorour Darabi radically questions 
sexual identity and gender politics in her/his creative 
works. In 2016 (s)he won the ZKB Acknowledgment 

Prize for the solo «Farci.e». Darabi’s latest work investigates the am-
bivalence of human emotions. Source of inspiration was the Shiitic 
grieving ritual, which commemorates the death of imam Hossein with 
defined gestures, self-flagellation, dance and chanting. What is hidden 
behind those ancient passion plays, which combine both suffering and 
lust? With great consistency Darabi has researched ways of expres-
sion which defy any cultural or sexual identification. Her/his hetero-
geneous body becomes a subversion and the perception of identity 
blurred, showing how fragile certainties can be. The unsettling and 
enchanting sound track was composed by the Iranian sound artist 
Pouya Ehsaei. (esc)

DANCE PERFORMANCE Co-production
Language English Duration 60 mins Price 32.–

DISCOURSE
Language Sun 19.8. English with German simultaneous 
 translation, Sun 26.8. German Duration approx. 60 mins each
Admission free

SÜD

SEEBÜHNE

Nominated  
ZKB Patronage 
Prize

SOROUR DARABI
Savušun
Iran, France

For many years, the festival has presented art from the southern hemi-
sphere. Many of the artists who have been invited broach societal or 
geopolitical issues in their works, which are directly or indirectly con-
nected to a long history of colonisation. It has become increasingly in-
evitable to deal with the consequences of colonialism also in Europe, 
and this is true also of countries with an indirect colonial history. We 
seize the opportunity to back the respective productions with leading 
voices of the post-colonial discourse. 

On Sunday 19.8. two global thinkers from Africa speak up: The 
Cameroon political scientist Achille Mbembe has written several books 
on racism and the colonial roots of today’s capitalism. He is consid-
ered one of the masterminds of post-colonialism. The Senegalese au-
thor and economist Felwine Sarr has penned the manifesto «Afroto-
pia» and has recently been entrusted by French president Emmanuel 
Macron with the task of developing a strategy for the restitution of 
African art. 

On Sunday 26.8. the Indian political scientist Nikita Dhawan 
talks about the ambivalent concept of cosmopolitanism, the media 
representation of migration and the question as to what a global civil 
society, despite colonially inflicted inequalities, can do to create a fairer 
world today. (mvh)

TALKING ON WATER
Lectures by Achille Mbembe,  
Felwine Sarr and Nikita Dhawan
Cameroon, Senegal, India



38 39THU 17.8. TO SAT 1.9.

Would you like to know more about a particular production? Do you 
have questions regarding the political, historic or social background? 
Are you interested in the working method of a director or the aesthetic 
concept of a choreographer? After the following performances you’ll 
be able to talk with the artists about their work.

Thu 17.8. Marta Górnicka: Hymn do miłości (Hymn to Love), p. 7
Tue 21.8.  El Conde de Torrefiel: LA PLAZA, p. 17
Wed 22.8. Forced Entertainment: Table Top Castings, p. 10
Thu 23.8. Ogutu Muraya: Because I Always Feel Like Running, p. 19
Sun 26.8. Lola Arias: Campo minado / Minefield, p. 27
Fri 31.8. Boris Charmatz: 10 000 gestes, p. 32
Sat 1.9. Kante & Khoi Khonnexion: The House of the Falling Bones, p. 35

DISCUSSION following the performance
Duration approx. 30 mins Language English  
Admission free

AT THE VENUE

POST-PERFORMANCE 
TALKS

THU 16.8. TO SAT 1.9.

The Theater Spektakel has a regulars’ table. And, it works like any other 
regulars’ tables: people come together and talk – sometimes a lot, other 
times less – about urgent things or the same old stories. Yet the really 
great thing about this table is that you meet people you didn’t know 
before, hear stories that are almost unbelievable and opinions that are 
scarcely imaginable. It depends on what you bring to the table. Every 
evening the regulars’ table has one or more hosts. Some are artists, 
others experts working in political or social contexts. What they all 
have in common is their belief in justice and coexistence. There will 
be discussions on migration and various societal issues which the per-
forming artists bring to the forum. Ultimately, the regulars’ table only 
works with you: this is your table. Sit down. There is a lot to talk about – 
and something to drink as well! (mvh)

DISCUSSION
Language German, English, French Duration approx. 60 mins 
Admission free Details theaterspektakel.ch

LANDIWIESE  
OPENAIR

REGULARS’ TABLE
International hosts invite 
to discuss



40 41THU 16.8. TO SUN 2.9.

This year’s Zentral Stage programme will be curated for the first time 
by theatre professionals Yanna Rüger and Zoé Kilchenmann. They have 
a series of innovations in store: throughout the festival, a varied inter-
national programme with selected productions will be presented daily 
from 18 hrs. They range from unconventional puppet theatre, spectac-
ular acrobatics and musical narrative theatre to clownery, movement 
theatre and nouveau cirque to a guerrilla minimal music concert for 
four pianos or a BMX breakdance show. The performances always start 
at the hour and last around 30 minutes. As a new addition, a late night 
programme on Fridays and Saturdays starting at 23 hrs features, amongst 
others, this year’s winner of the Premio Prize Ernestyne Orlowska and 
concerts with young and idiosyncratic singers: the Zurich performance 
pop duo Eclecta of Marena Whitcher and Andrina Bollinger (18.8.), 

the theatre musician and singer/songwriter Christine Hasler aka Lisa 
Sell Fish (25.8.) and, as a finishing touch, Simone Jones from Berlin, a 
singer promoted by Peaches (1.9.).

Each Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday, the Zentral Stage opens 
at 16 hrs with productions suitable for children and families. The pro-
gramme features, amongst others, the enchantingly weird narrative 
theatre by the Minitheater Hannibal, known for its gigs at the Röhrli-
bar. And to liven up things even more, there will be a kid’s disco each 
Sunday!

Street art in all its variety can also be enjoyed on the main square, 
at the intersection and on Saffa Island. Weather permitting, street art 
for kids is presented outside the Röhrlibar on Wednesday, Saturday 
and Sunday afternoon. (esc)

Programme daily from 18 to 22.30 hrs, Fri/Sat until 24 hrs 
Children’s programme Wed, Sat and Sun as of 16.00 hrs 
Daily line-up published on site and on theaterspektakel.ch
Admission free, contributions welcome

LANDIWIESE 
 ZENTRALBÜHNE

THE ZENTRAL PROGRAMME
Street art and more
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MIGRATION  
AND PARTICIPATION

For several years, the Theater 
Spektakel has striven for sustain-
ability, accessibility and inclusion 
has successfully implemented 
 various measures to that effect.  
In the years to come we will in-
creasingly address migration and 
participation – central issues of 
our time.

Our objective is to shape the festival in 
ways that it ideally becomes accessible 
to all people. You too can make your con-
tribution in a very easy way: Purchase a 
ticket at any of our box offices or buy a 
drink at the festival and offer a second 
one to someone who otherwise could not 
participate without this campaign. 

powerful openair solo on the Landiwiese 
(p. 23). The Indian performer Abhishek 
Thapar looks at the cross-generational 
repercussions of one of the biggest mi-
gration waves in history (p. 22). The Span-
ish artist Clara García Fraile collects 
love stories for transnational couples and 
partnerships whose legitimacy is official-
ly doubted and investigated (p. 23). 

Forced displacement and cultural 
diversity are the topics of the interac-
tive, freely accessible exhibition «Fluk-
tuation» by the scenography collective 
Fluchtpunkt from Basel. And, plants 
with a migrational background are the 
focus of the project Narrative Environ-
ments realised by ZHAW students on 
the Landi wiese.

The artistic programme features 
numerous histories which look at the rea-
sons for migration as well as the obsta-
cles, as propounded from different per-
spectives. This is about experiences of 
being included or excluded; the loss of 
home; expulsion and flight; alienation 
and solidarity. 

The Syrian dramatist Mohammad 
Al Attar documents stories about places 
in the city of Aleppo which have shaped 
the lives of people but are now destroyed 
or unreachable (p. 15). The Kenyan story-
teller Ogutu Muraya investigates the 
nimbus of East African super-runners 
and unveils the tragic necessity of burn-
out in struggling to reach a goal (p. 19).

The Cameroonian choreo grapher 
and dancer Zora Snake looks at differ-
ent forms of borders and exlusion in his 

Those are just a few examples with 
which we invite you to engage with us in 
different aspects of migration. (mvh)
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WE ARE INCLUSIVE
Offers for people with 
special needs

Inclusion matters to us. We con-
sider the label «Kultur inklusiv» 
we were awarded last year by the 
department «Kultur inklusiv»  
of Pro Infirmis a noble obligation. 
We ensure that people with dis-
abilities can partake in the festival 
by putting in place practical pro-
posals and measures that will  
aid them. This is made possible 
by the generous funding of the 
«Denk an mich» Foundation. 
Here is an overview of the differ-
ent measures:

For the hearing impaired
With the exception of just a few produc-
tions, the sound of the venues Nord, Süd 
and House of Forced Entertainment/

For people with restricted mobility
Almost all venues and the entire infra-
structure are accessible for people with 
restricted mobility (the exceptions: ven-
ues Fluchtpunkt and Inflatable Chapel 
on the Landiwiese). Please reserve 
wheelchair bays in advance by e-mail 
contact@theaterspektakel.ch or phone 
044 415 15 50. There are three disabled 
toilets, two of them with Eurokey.

Workshop for children
The radio school klipp&klang offers a 
workshop, in which children with or 
without impairment produce a radio 
show on the festival and watch the show 
of Studio Orka (p. 25) together. Sat 25 
August, registration and details on 
 theaterspektakel.ch

Saal is amplified by induction loops. The 
respective productions are denoted with 

. Most of the foreign-language theatre 
productions have German and/or En-
glish surtitles. 

For the visually impaired
Besides concerts and the music perfor-
mance «Peaches Christ Superstar» 
(p. 18) on the lakeside stage, the audio 
play «Aleppo. Portrait of Absence» by 
Mohammad Al Attar (p. 15) and our ini-
tiative «Listen in!» (p. 46) are very suit-
able for people with a visual impairment. 
Four performances of the family play 
«Inuk» by Studio Orka (p. 25) have audio 
description . Tactile models situated 
at the main entrance enable the visually 
impaired to find their way around the 
festival site.

Assisting people
Assistants accompanying people with 
disabilities are entitled to a complemen-
tary ticket. Tickets need to be reserved 
in advance on 044 415 15 50 or e-mail 
contact@theaterspektakel.ch and can be 
picked up at the Landiwiese box office, 
desk for special tickets.

Barrier-free information
The website of the Theater Spektakel 
containing all information on the festi-
val and the programme is accessible to 
visually impaired people.
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ZKB PRIZES 2018
Criteria and nominations

WATCH & TALK
A residential project of 
 Migros-Kulturprozent

LISTEN IN !

THU 23.8. TO SUN 2.9.THU 16.8. TO SO 2.9.

Are you curious to know what is going on 
inside the venues and simultaneously 
want to enjoy the festival atmosphere? 
Thanks to the initiative «Hör mit!/Lis-
ten in!» you now have the possibility to 
listen in on a performance while chilling 
out somewhere on the Landiwiese. En-
joy, for example, «Peaches Christ Super-
star» (p. 18) or follow Lola Arias coming 
to terms with the Falklands/Malvinas 
War and hear what happens when En-
glish and Argentine war veterans meet 
(p. 27). Headsets and receivers can be 
picked up at the info desk at the festival 
main entrance.

LANDIWIESE   
Rental free Detailed programme 
 onsite and  theaterspektakel.ch

«watch & talk» is a 10-day residency pro-
gramme for young artists from all over 
the world. Migros-Kulturprozent and the 
Zürcher Theater Spektakel invite young 
artists from different disciplines to at-
tend and then discuss various produc-
tions in this year’s programme. This 
year’s participants are: Yara Boustany 
(dance, circus; Lebanon), Catalina In-
signares (dance; Colombia), Maria Mag-
dalena Kozłowska (theatre; Poland), 
Naghmeh Manavi (theatre; Iran), Kopano 
Maroga (dance, literature; South Africa), 
Mathis Pfäffli (performance, visual arts; 
Switzerland), Bhenji Ra (performance, 
dance; Australia), Thea Reifler (theatre, 
performance; Switzerland) and Oliver 
Roth (theatre, performance; Switzer-
land).

ZKB AUDIENCE PRIZE  
CHF 10 000.—

Two years ago, the Zürcher Kantonal-
bank successfully launched the ZKB 
Audience Prize of 10 000 Swiss Francs. 
Ever since, both the expert jury and the 
audience have the opportunity to cast 
their vote for productions nominated 
for the ZKB Patronage and the ZKB Ac-
knowledgement Prize. The spectators 
at those shows are handed out a ballot 
on which they can rate what they have 
seen. While in 2016, the Australian ac-
robatic company Gravity & Other Myths 
clearly won the audience’s approval, the 
2017 prize, following a head-to-head 
race, went to the Mexican performer 
Lukas Avendaño for his touching solo 
«No soy persona. Soy mariposa». 

Seize the opportunity again this 
year and cast your vote for one of the 
nominated productions. This is a win-
win situation as not only young, deserv-
ing artists can benefit from this, but you 
can too. All voters automatically enter a 
raffle for one of the following three 
prizes:
–  A ZKB savings account with a credit  

of 1000 Swiss Francs
–  A VIP package for two, consisting of 

attendance at the award ceremony 
2019 and tickets for a performance

–  A dinner voucher worth 200 Swiss 
Francs for the restaurant L’Andis at 
the festival

ZKB PATRONAGE PRIZE  
CHF 30 000.—

The ZKB Patronage Prize is awarded to a 
company or an artist working in theatre, 
dance or performance art, who has dis-
tinguished itself and shown innovation 
in the creation of new work. The aim of 
this prize is to support the chosen recip-
ient in their future projects. It is awarded 
to a performance whose premiere has 
taken place within the past three years 
and represents independent theatre in a 
distinctive way. The festival board nomi-
nates five to seven productions from the 
festival’s current programme. Prece-
dence is given to artists who have yet to 
receive a level of public recognition com-
mensurate with their achievements. For-
mer prize-winners are excluded from 
nomination. Nominated are:

S. 6  Reverend Billy & The Stop Shopping 
Choir (USA)

S. 7  Marta Górnicka (Poland) Hymn do miłości 
(Hymn to Love)

S. 17  El Conde de Torrefiel (Spain) LA PLAZA
S. 19  Ogutu Muraya (Kenya) Because I Always 

Feel Like Running
S. 30  Silke Huysmans & Hannes  Dereere   

(Brazil, Belgium) Mining Stories
S. 33  Casus Circus  (Australia) Driftwood
S. 36  Sorour Darabi (Iran, France) Savušun
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ZKB ACKNOWLEDGMENT PRIZE  
CHF 5 000.—

The ZKB Acknowledgement Prize allows 
for additional recognition and support 
of a nominee. It is awarded to a company 
or artist for extraordinary achievement 
in such areas as choreography, drama-
turgy, audience participation or acting. 

All productions shown in Short 
Pieces are nominated for the Acknowl-
edgment Prize unless the respective art-
ists have previously been nominated. 
This year are nominated:

S. 20  arisandmartha (Greece):  touching.just
S. 20  Teresa Vittucci (Switzerland):   

HATE ME,  TENDER
S. 21  Néstor García Díaz (Spain):   

Nice Weather for Operative  Systems
S. 21 Ziaee Kia & Hiva (Iran): Through the Skin
S. 22  Abhishek Thapar (India):   

My Home at the Intersection
S. 22  Atbane & Aboulakoul (Morocco):  

The Architects
S. 23  Zora Snake (Cameroon): Transfrontalier
S. 23  Clara García Fraile (Spain):   

The Love Stories Donation Desk

AWARD CEREMONY 

The award ceremony takes place on Sun-
day 1 September at the Saal venue. The 
prizes will be handed out by Corine 
Mauch, City Mayor, and Dr. János Blum, 
presidium member of the Zürcher Kan-
tonalbank. The event is moderated by 
the Swiss actress Tuna Beren. 

In addition to the prize money, the 
winners will receive a bronze sculpture 
by the Swiss artist Max Grüter, which 
symbolises the Zürcher Kantonalbank’s 
cultural commitment.

JURY

   
REEM ALLAM  
Cairo  
 
 
 

(*1994) Cultural manager. Since 2016, 
executive manager and assistant cura-
tor of D-CAF Downtown Contemporary 
Arts Festival in Cairo, the only interna-
tional multidisciplinary cultural festival 
in Egypt. 

   
JOHANNA HILARI  
Berne 
 
 
 

(*1989) Dance and theatre scholar and 
dramaturge. Assistant professor since 
2017 at the Drama Institute, University 
of Berne, with a focus on dance.

   
KYOKO IWAKI
Tokyo 
 
 
 

(*1977) Theatre scholar and journalist. 
Since 2015, manager of Scene/Asia 
Project, a platform for Asian performing 
arts. Curator of the Asia programme of 
Spielart Festival 2017 in Munich. 

   
CATARINA SARAIVA  
Lisbon 
 
 
 

(*1970) Curator, dramaturge and scout 
for the performing arts. Since 2015, cu-
rator of international projects for the 
platform Movimento Sur in Chile. Cura-
tor of the international, transdisciplinary 
festival Verão Azul 2018 in Portugal.

   
MIRIAM  
WALTHER KOHN  
Zurich  
 
 

(*1987) Director, arts activist and proj-
ect manager. Founding member of the 
transdisciplinary artist collective Neue 
Dringlichkeit. Participant at the 2015 
«watch&talk» programme. From 2015 
to 2017, co-curator of the Zentralbühne 
at the Zürcher Theater Spektakel.

Productions nominated for the ZKB Patronage 
Prize or the ZKB Acknowledgement Prize and 
thus also for the ZKB Audience Prize are denoted 
with this symbol.

 



 REVEREND 
BILLY & THE STOP 
 SHOPPING CHOIR

20.00 – 20.50
48.–/28.– 

21.30 – 22.20
43.–/25.– 

17/18/21/22
25.–  

20.00 – 20.50
48.–/28.–   

17.00, free

21.00
39.– 

21.00 – 22.30
43.–/25.– 

19.00 – 20.30
45.–/25.–  

19.00 – 20.30
45.–/25.–  

21.00 – 22.30
43.–/25.– 

21.00 
39.– 

21.00 – 00.00
15.–/as off 
22.00: 10.–

20.00 – 20.50
48.–/28.–  

21.30 – 22.20
43.–/25.– 

21.30 – 22.20
43.–/25.– 

21.30 – 22.20
43.–/25.– 

17/18/21/22
25.–  

14/15/17/18/ 
21/22
25.–  

14/15/17/18/ 
21/22
25.–  

19.00 – 20.30
45.–/25.–  

21.00 – 22.30
43.–/25.– 

19.00 – 20.30
45.–/25.–  

21.00 – 22.30
43.–/25.– 

19.00 – 20.30
45.–/25.–  

21.00 – 00.30
15.–/as off 
22.00: 10.–

PROGRAMME  Theatre
 Dance
 Short Pieces
 Music Theatre & Concerts

 Nominated for the ZKB Prizes 2018
 For children and families
 Sound amplified by induction

 Visual Arts & Installations
 Circus & Family Programme
 Discourse & Talks

 Performance with audio description
  In case of bad weather, check 
 theaterspektakel.ch and Facebook

  Post-Performance Talk (p. 40)

 MARTA GóRNICKA

19.00 – 21.00
43.– 

19.00 – 21.00
43.– 

19.00 – 21.00
43.– 

NATURE THEATER OF OKLAHOMA & EN KNAP GROUP
19.00 – 20.40
43.– 

19.00 – 20.40
43.–  

19.00 – 20.40
43.–  

LOLA ARIAS
19.00 – 21.00
43.–  

19.00 – 21.00
43.–  

19.00 – 21.00
43.–  

KANTE & KHOI KHONNEXION
19.00 – 20.30
43.–  

19.00 – 20.30
43.–  

19.00 – 20.30
43.–  

 EL CONDE DE

19.00 – 20.00
32.–  

20.00 – 21.00
32.–  

19.00 – 20.00
32.–  

 OGUTU MURAYA
19.00 – 20.00
32.–  

19.00 – 20.00
32.–  

19.00 – 20.00
32.–  

 SILKE HUYSMANS & HANNES DEREERE
22.00 – 23.00
32.– 

19.00 – 20.00
32.– 

19.00 – 20.00
32.– 

 SOROUR DARABI

BRUNO BELTRÃO & GRUPO DE RUA

FORCED ENTERTAINMENT: COMPLETE WORKS
17/18/21/22
25.– 

17/18/21/22
25.–  

17/18/21/22
25.–  

17/18/21/22
25.–  

FORCED ENTERTAINMENT: COMPLETE WORKS

STAMMTISCH  Daily from 21.00—22.00, admission free

TIM ETCHELLS  Installation, freely accessible

MBEMBE / SARR  REVEREN PEACHES

MARTIN ZIMMERMANN

GISÈLE VIENNE

H. SCHWARZ &  
ALMA QUARTET

21.00 
29.– 

NOGA EREZ
21.00 
29.–

MATANZA

21.00 
32.–  

BINKBEATS

17.00 – 22.00
35.–  

17.00 – 22.00
35.–  

FORCED ENTERTAINMENT: 
QUIZOOLA!

HOUSE OF MIXED EMOTIONS

19.00 – 20.00
48.–/28.– 

BORIS CHARMATZ / MUSÉE DE LA DANSE

17.00, free
N. DHAWAN  CASUS CIRCUS

21.00 – 22.00
43.–/25.– 

21.00 – 22.00
43.–/25.– 

21.00 – 22.00
43.–/25.– 

18.00 – 18.50
25.–/13.–  

16.00 – 16.50
19.00 – 19.50
25.–/13.–  

16.00 – 16.50
19.00 – 19.50
25.–/13.–  

11.00 – 11.50
18.00 – 18.50
25.–/13.–  

CIE. PHILIPPE SAIRE

16/17*/18/20/ 
21/22 35.– 
* in English

14/15/16/17*/ 
19/20/21 
35.–  

14/15/16/17*/ 
19/20/21 
35.–  

18/19/20/21
35.–  

MOHAMMAD AL ATTAR  ARISANDMARTHA  19.00 – 19.30, 13.–

 TERESA VITTUCCI  20.30 – 21.10, 13.–

19.00 – 20.20
21.30 – 22.50
37.–

19.00 – 20.20
21.30 – 22.50
37.–

19.00 – 20.20
21.30 – 22.50
37.–

19.00 – 20.20
21.30 – 22.50
37.–

WALID RAAD

TORREFIEL

 

from 18.00 
admission free

from 18.00 
admission free

from 18.00 
admission free

from 18.00 
admission free

REVEREND BILLY & THE STOP SHOPPING CHOIR: SINGINGS & SERMONS

18.00 – 19.10
25.–/13.– 

STUDIO ORKA

JULIUS VON BISMARCK  Daily from 18.00—23.00, Sat/Sun from 16.00, admission free

19.00– 20.10
25.–/13.– 

16.00/19.00
25.–/13.–  

16.00/19.00
25.–/13.–  

STUDIO ORKA

FLUCHTPUNKT  near the boat pier, daily from 18.00, Sat/Sun from 16.00 (not wheelchair accessible)

 CLARA GARCÍA FRAILE  18.00 – 23.00, admission free

 NÉSTOR GARCÍA DÍAZ  19.00 – 19.40, 13.–

 ZORA SNAKE  18.00–18.40, admission free

 ZIAEE KIA & SEDAGHAT  20.30 – 21.10, 13.–

 ABHISHEK THAPAR  21.30 – 22.20, 13.–

 ATBANE & ABOULAKOUL  
21.30 – 22.10, 13.–21.30 – 22.50

37.–
21.30 – 22.50
37.–

21.30 – 22.50
37.–

SIMONE AUGHTERLONY & JEN ROSENBLIT

19.00 – 20.00
48.–/28.–  

CURATED PROGRAMME OF STREET ART AND MORE  Daily from 18.00—22.30, Fri/Sat till 24.00,  Wed, Sat and Sun family-oriented programme from 16.00, admission free, contributions welcome

  

19.00 – 20.00
48.–/28.–  

WERFT 

SEEBÜHNE

NORD

SÜD

ROTE FABRIK
AKTIONSHALLE

FABRIKTHEATER 
ROTE FABRIK

ROTE FABRIK
BACKSTEIN

ROTE FABRIK
SHEDHALLE

PAVILLON
LANDIWIESE

ZENTRAL

Thu  16.8. FRi  17.8. SAt 18.8. Sun  19.8. MOn  20.8. FRi  24.8. SAt 25.8. Sun  26.8. MOn  27.8.Tue  21.8. Wed  22.8. Thu  23.8. Tue  28.8. Wed  29.8. Thu  30.8. SAt  1.9.FRi  31.8. Sun  2.9.

HOUSE OF FORCED 
ENTERTAINMENT / 
SAAL



En ZURCHER
 THEATER
 SPEKTAKEL
16.8.––
2.9.18
Programme

53

ADVANCE BOOKING

Online 11 July to 2 September.  
theaterspektakel.ch and starticket.ch.  
No booking fee

Box office Bellevue 11 July to 15 August.  
First day of box office sales 9–19 hrs, thereafter 
Mon to Sat 11–14 hrs and 15–19 hrs. Sat 11 Au-
gust closed. No booking fee

Starticket box offices 11 July to 1 September. 
Booking fee: CHF 1.– to 5.– per ticket

Telephone sales 0900 325 325, CHF 1.19/min 
from landlines. Mon to Sat 8–22 hrs.  
For conditions check starticket.ch

Box office Landiwiese During the festival 
daily from 17 hrs. No booking fee

CAMPAIGN: A FESTIVAL FOR EVERYONE

The Theater Spektakel shall also be accessible 
to people with a low income. You too can par-
ticipate: When purchasing a ticket or a drink 
you can pay additionally for a suspended ticket 
(CHF 25.–) or a suspended drink (CHF 6.–) and 
enable a person with a low income to partici-
pate in the festival. The campaign «A festival 
for everyone» can be supported in the online 
advance booking and all other box offices. 

The suspended tickets and vouchers will be 
allocated upon reservation by mail contact@
theaterspektakel.ch or phone 044 415 15 50  to 
people with a low income at the box office 
Landiwiese (special tickets). 

INCLUSION

Offers for people with restrictions can be found 
on pages 44/45.

TICKETS 

ON-SITE BOX OFFICE

Landiwiese Daily from 17 hrs or one hour 
 before start of performance

Werft No on-site box office. Box office Landi-
wiese from 17 hrs

Rote Fabrik 1 hr before start of performance 
or box office Landiwiese from 17 hrs

Tickets for all performances are available at 
the box office. Last minute: 30 mins before 
the start of performance purchase two tickets 
for the price of one.

PLEASE NOTE 

Concessions People under the age of 20 or 
holders of the following cards can purchase 
concessionary tickets for personal use only: 
student card, Kulturlegi, bank card from 
Zürcher Kantonalbank (limited allocation)  
or Tages-Anzeiger’s CARTE BLANCHE 
 (Seebühne only, limited allocation). 

Ticket = Free ticket for the city district  
The ticket for a performance at the Theater 
Spektakel entitles you to a round trip within 
the city district (zone 110, 2nd class).

Ticket restitution Purchased tickets cannot 
be returned or exchanged except when the 
performances are cancelled. 

Cancelled performances Tickets for per-
formances cancelled by the festival direction 
can be reimbursed until Sun 2 September. 
More info on theaterspektakel.ch. 

No late admittance In order to avoid distur-
bances, late-comers will not be admitted after 
the start of the performance.

Credits © Zürcher Theater Spektakel, June 2018 Festival Directors Veit Kälin, Delphine Lyner, 
Matthias von Hartz Programme Board Rabea Grand, Veit Kälin, Delphine Lyner,  Maria Rössler, 
Matthias von Hartz Music Programme Maurice Ettlin, Rolf Saxer Programme Zentralbühne 
Zoé Kilchenmann, Yanna Rüger Published by Zürcher Theater Spektakel, Stadthausquai 17,  
8001 Zurich, contact@theaterspektakel.ch, with support of Zürcher Kantonalbank and  Tages-Anzeiger 
Editing & Production Management Esther Schmid, Büro für Kommunikation, Zurich Text  
Kati Dietlicher, Rob Neuhaus, Esther Schmid, Matthias von Hartz Translation Franziska Henner 
Editor  Martin Wheeler Proofreading Denise Bohnert Design Studio Marcus Kraft in collaboration 
with Marlon Ilg, Zurich Cover Picture Nature Theater of Oklahoma &  EnKnapGroup «Pursuit of 
 Happiness», Picture Andrej Lamut Layout Michel Fries Grafik, Zurich Picture Editing Tamedia AG 
Prepress, Zurich Printed by Schellenberg Druck AG, Pfäffikon ZH 
Accessible information for people with special needs theaterspektakel.ch

INFORMATION

Telephone Info Desk 044 415 15 50
No ticket sale, no reservations

Performances Seebühne
In case of uncertain weather, check 
 theaterspektakel.ch or Facebook from  
two hours in advance.
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